The RNA structural alignment is one of the most challenging tasks in bioinformatics. However, finding the accurate conserved structure of a set of RNA sequences is still being a difficult task. In this work, the problem is cast as an optimization problem for which a new framework relaying on hybrid genetic algorithm is proposed. The contribution consists in using a new objective function based on the Structure Conservation Index (SCI). In order to enhance the Genetic Algorithms (GA) performances, a Simulated Annealing (SA) procedure has been used. The proposed algorithm is composed on two phases.The first phase consists of applying a genetic algorithm.In the second phase, the simulated annealing procedure is applied in order to improve the final population given by the genetic algorithm. Experiments on a wide range of data sets have shown the effectiveness of the proposed framework and its ability to achieve good quality solutions comparing to those given by others techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The ribonucleic acids (RNA) areamong the molecules stimulating the interest of the biologists. The RNA is now regarded as a potential target, very interesting in pharmacology. In fact, RNA plays a multiple and fundamental roles in all cellular process [1] .The RNA plays a direct role in the catalytic processes like the synthesis of proteins. It plays also a fundamental role in regulation processes of the DNA replication, DNA transcription and translation [2] . There are close connections between RNA structures and their catalytic function. Indeed, it has been showed that a catalytic RNA becomes functional only when it has adopted its structure. Consequently, it is very important to know the secondary structure and when it is possible the tertiary structure of RNA molecules. Satisfactory prediction of RNA secondary and tertiary structures is an important issue in bioinformatics and requires coupling experimental and modeling approaches [3] .
Considering obtaining the structures of large RNA molecules by using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum is often difficult, the reliable forecast of RNA structures of their primary sequences is strongly required. Two main approaches are currently used to predict RNA secondary structures. The first is the comparative sequence analysis [4] . The basic idea is to examine homologous sequences to identify potential helices which maintain complementarities in sequences. The second approach is the thermodynamic optimization. In this method we use thermodynamics to determine structures with minimum or near minimum free energies [5] .
One of the iterative methods that have been developed recently to solve this type of problem which considered as an optimization problem is Genetic Algorithms (GA). It is a stochastic iterative algorithm which maintains a population of individuals. GA adapts nature optimizing principles like mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. Each individual represents a potential solution in the search space of the problem. Basically, a genetic algorithm consists of three essential operations: selection, crossover, and mutation. The selection operator consists in selecting an intermediate population from the current one in order to create the future population by using crossover and mutation operators. The crossover operator merges two individuals to provide new ones. The mutation operator allows moving each solution to one of its neighbors in order to maintain a good diversity during the optimization process. GA allows guided search that samples the search space. Although GAs have been showed to be appropriate for solving many bioinformatics problems [6] , their computational cost seems to be a dissuasive factor for their use on large instances. To overcome this drawback and in order to get better speed and quality convergence, their implicit parallelism is exploited.
The Stochastic Local Search (SLS) methods were demonstrated to be useful in solving many complex problems. Among these methods, one distinguishes the Simulated Annealing algorithm [7] that is found to be useful in many hard combinatorial optimization problems. The Simulated Annealing (SA) is a local search technique inspired by a process used in metallurgy [8] . This process of alternating cycles of slow cooling and reheating or annealing, which tend to minimize the energy of the material. The simulated annealing method uses the Metropolis algorithm; which starts from a given configuration, and it's subjected to an elementary modification system. If the perturbation has the effect of reducing the objective function (or energy) of the system, it is accepted. Otherwise, it is accepted with the probability exp (∆E / T). The iterative application of this rule will generate a sequence of configurations that tend to thermodynamic equilibrium.
Within this issue, we propose in this paper a new framework to cope with RNA secondary structure alignment problem. The aim of our approach called GARSRNA is to improve the alignment accuracy in terms of secondary structure information using the secondary conservation index SCI [9, 10] as objective function. To foster the process, a simulated annealing method has been used to improve the results given by the genetic algorithm. To assess the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed appraoch, several experiments were designed. We have used different data sets taken from the BRALiBASE benchmark base [11] . The obtained results are very encouraging and show the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed hybrid approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the RNA secondary prediction is presented. In section 3, a formulation of the tackled problem is given. In section 4, the proposed framework is described. Experimental results are discussed in section 5. Finally, a conclusion is drawn.
RNA SECONDARY PREDICTION
The prediction of RNA structures has become a significant task in bioinformatics. To find the primary structure of RNA molecules, we use techniques of sequencing. However the task is more difficult for secondary and tertiary structure. The secondary structure of RNA sequence is a set S of base pairs (r i ,r j ) over the alphabet {A, C, G, U} satisfying the following criteria [12] :
There are two approaches to determine the structure of RNA molecules. The first is an exact method which uses experimental techniques such as nucleic magnetic resonance (NMR) and Xray crystallography. This method is long, difficult and expensive. However, the second method predicts the secondary structure starting from the primary structure by using secondary prediction algorithms [13] . One distinguishes two methods in this approach: comparative method and thermodynamic method. The comparative method is based on the homology of sequences. Homologous sequences share the same structure. These methods are made up of the following steps [5] :
1. Construction of a multiple alignment.
2. Detections of the positions correlated by using the mutual information of columns i and j of the multiple alignment.
This method requires that the alignment of homologous sequences is known in advance. On the other hand, the thermodynamic method is based on following assumptions [14] :
1. A quantity of free energy corresponds to each configuration of the molecule.
2.
The most stable configuration is that which minimizes the free energy.
3. The molecule, while being folded up, adopts the most stable configuration.
Consequently, the RNA structure prediction problem consists in finding the most stable configuration. The energy of the molecule is the sum of energies of each pair of bases. The free energy of a structure S is given by following formula:
is the free energy of the pair (r i ,r j ). This method presents some limits like the relevance of the energy function and biological assumptions are not always true. Indeed, there is no reliable tool for detecting functional RNAs in multiple sequence alignment. One of the most used score scheme to assess the precision of the conserved secondary structure information contained within the alignment, is the structural conservation index SCI [9] . It is based on the RNAalifold consensus folding algorithm (MFE) [15, 16] which is based upon the sum of a thermodynamic and a covariance term. The Structural conservation index is computed using the following function:
Where E A is the consensus minimum free energy (MFE) of the alignment and E' is the average of the individual MFEs. The SCI is close to zero if RNAalifold identifies no common RNA structure in the alignment, while a set of perfectly conserved structures has an SCI≈1. An SCI >1 shows that there is a conserved RNA secondary structure which is, in addition, supported by compensatory and/or consistent mutations [9] .
,..., , 2 1 = a set of n sequences with n ≥ 2. Each sequence s i is a string defined over an alphabetΛ. The lengths of the sequences are not necessarily the same. The multiple structural alignment problem can be defined by specifying implicitly a pair ( )
where Ω is the set of all feasible solutions that is potential alignments and C is a mapping Ω→R A score of an alignment S ′ denoted by SCI ( S ′ ) is defined as:
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the consensus MFE structure of S'. The free energy of a consensus structure is defined as the average of the energy contributions of the single sequences plus covariance scores for bonuses of compensatory and consistent co-mutation in the alignment [18] . The addressed task is clearly a combinatorial optimization problem. Although the computing power available has been increasing steadily at a rapid rate, it is still practically impossible to find globally optimal solutions to combinatorial optimization problems. The main reason is that the required computation grows exponentially with the size of the problem. Therefore, it is often desirable to find near optimal solutions to these problems. Efficient heuristic algorithms offer a good alternative to reach this goal such as the progressive methods.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In order to show how evolutionary framework have been tailored to the problem at hand, we need first to derive a representation scheme which includes the definition of an appropriate representation of potential alignments and the definition of evolutionary operators. Then, we describe how these defined concepts have been integrated in a genetic algorithm.
Genetic representation of alignment
To successfully apply genetic operators on multiple RNA structural alignment, we have needed to map potential solutions into a chromosome representation that could be easily manipulated by genetic operators. The multiple structural sequence alignment Aln= {S 1 ,S 2 ,…,S n } is viewed as an alphabetic matrix AM where:
Each line i represents a sequence S i '.
The character "−"denotes a gap. 
Population creation
To solve the multiple structural alignment problem, our algorithm starts by generating an initial population of chromosomes which encode the potential sequence alignments. The initial solution is very significant; a good initial solution can effectively converge faster and consequently cut the computational cost.Therefore, it is better to start with a good population which contains aligned solutions created by a progressive alignment method such as ClustalW [19] .
Selection
Selection is a genetic operator that chooses a chromosome from the current generation's population for inclusion in the next generation's population. We can find in the literature, a large number of selection methods which are more or less adapted to the problems they treat. In this research, we choose the Elitism selection [20] .This technique can promote the best individuals of the population, so the most promising ones will participate in the improvement of our population. Elitism method can increase the convergence of genetic algorithm, because it always preserves the best solutions in every generation [20] .Nevertheless, elitism method suffers from the local optimum problem, that's why we have chosen some less efficient individuals in order to give them a chance to be improved in the future generations.
Mutation
Formally, the problem of structural alignment consists in well placing gaps in different RNA sequences. A wrong placement of gaps appears when gap seriesof the same size occur in different positions (Figure 2 ), or when an island of characters is surrounded by gaps (Figure 3 ). To resolve this problem, we have used a simple mutation based on changing randomly the position of gaps. Unfortunately, we noticed that this kind of mutation does not improve the solution quality. For that, we have used four adaptive mutations. The mutation operators operate on a gap, series of gaps, gap column and gap blocs.
Gap Mutation
In this kind of mutation, we chose an isolated gap close to a suite of gap in a sequence and we merge it with this suite. 
Gap sequence Mutation
A sequence of gaps is moved to the left or to the right as it's shown in Figure 5 .
Fig5: Gap series mutation.
AAC----CTC----TAC AACCTC--------TAC
Less significant More significant
GG---CAAAT GGCAAA---T GG---CAAAT GG---CAAAT

More significant Less significant
Character representation
A -CT -GA--G A-CTTGGAAG ATCTAG-TTG ATC--CC--G A -C T -G A --G A -C T T G G A A G A T C TA G -T T G A T C --C C --
G G--CTATGG - G--CAGTCCA TG--AATCTG CG--AATCTC G--CTATGG- GCA--GTCCA TG--AATCTG CG--AATCTC Mutation Mutation G--CTATCCT -C G--CTAGCA-TC TT--AATCAT-C CT--A-AT -CTC G--CTATCCT-C G--CTAGCA-TC TT--AAGCAT-C CT---AAT-CTC
Gap column Mutation
This kind of mutation affects a set of sequences of an alignment.It consists in taking a column of gaps and moves it to the left or to the right ( Figure 6 ).
Fig6: Gap column mutation.
thenucleotid composition [21] . Therefore, several comparative approaches have been proposed [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . For purpose, Washietand al [27] have proposed the Structure Conservation Index (SCI) as a feature to measure the evolutionary conservation in terms ofsecondary structures of multiple sequence alignment.Assuming that MFE for the consensus secondary structure is close to that for each sequence if a given multiple alignment is structurally conserved.The SCI of an alignment is given as the fraction of the consensus folding free energy (E consensus ) to the average of the folding free energies of the single sequences. We denote with S(x) the entire folding space of a single sequence x, and we denote with S(A) the entire consensus folding space of an alignment A. The SCI is defined as:
Gap bloc Mutation
A gap bloc is moved left or right. This kind of mutation affects many sequences ( Figure 7 ). 
Crossover operator
Crossovers are important for promoting the exchange of high quality blocks within the population by exchanging subparts of two chromosomes. In our case, the application of a simple crossover operator may give completely an incorrect solution. Therefore, we used a new crossover more adapted to the multiple structural alignment problem. The idea is to take two alignments and then a vertical cut is applied on each alignment. The next step of the crossover operator is to create new individuals by interchanging the parent parts (Figure 8 ).
Fitness evaluation
The objective function is used to evaluate the alignment quality, and it isthe center of the optimization process.Generally, the objective function is the mathematical tool used to measure the degree to which two or more sequences are similar. Therefore, the definition of an adequate affinity function is a crucial biological task in bioinformatics. The secondary structure with the minimum free energy (MFE) has been regarded as the most reliable prediction of RNA secondary structures [14] . However, MFE alone could not be an appropriate measure for identifying a certain kind of RNA since the free energy is heavily biased by Where n is the number of sequences in the alignment A. For a single sequence x, E(y) denotes the free energy of a secondary structure ˳ ˟{˲{, and˳ M 9{L{ ˗{˳{is defined to be the MFE structure of x calculated by RNAfold [17] . Similarly, for an alignment A,˗ is the free energy of aconsensus structure ˳ ˟{˓{; ˳ M 9{-{ ˗ { {is the consensus MFE structure of A. The free energy of a consensus structure is defined as the average of the energycontributions of the single sequences and the covariance scores for bonuses of compensatory and consistentco-mutation in the alignment [18] . For a multiple alignment which is not structurally conserved, the SCI will be near to 0, that's means there is no common RNA structures between different sequences. The SCI should be close or greater than 1for an alignment that is structurally conserved. If the alignment is structurally well conserved and compensatory and consistent mutation often occurs, the SCI maybe above 1. 
Local search
Recently, studies have shown that the hybridization of evolutionary algorithms and population-based metaheuristics with local search techniques is very effective for the improvement of the results. In our approach we have used the simulated annealing method as local search method.The simulated annealingprocedure has been applied successfullyto solve many optimization problems. It should be noted that our algorithm is flexible, so we can use other local search methods such as Tabu search.In the problem at hand, the concept of the simulated annealing energy is replaced by the SCI measurement, while the elementary modification brought to the individuals is madeby the application of mutation operator. The temperature schema should be well selected in order to avoid that simulated annealing is trapped in a local minimum. In more detail, the then Aln=Aln' Update T. Until a termination criterion is reached.
Output: Aln best and SCI best .
Outline of the proposed framework
The proposed approach called GARSRNA is divided in twophase algorithm.In the first stage, we apply the genetic algorithm. First, an initial population is created as was explained previously. In the second step, we refine iteratively the alignment in order to improve the quality of the conserved secondary structure information of the alignment. In each generation of our program, we perform a selection operation to constitute the mature population. Then, the crossover and mutation operators are applied which allow exploring other solutions, only one type of mutations is selected randomly. The mature population is evaluated using the SCI objective function. The global best solution is then update if better one is found and the whole process is repeated until having satisfaction of stopping criterions.
In order to improve the efficiency of the genetic algorithm, we have introduced the local search method after the genetic algorithm. In our approach the hybridization between the two metaheuristics is done sequentially. First,we execute the genetic algorithm, and then we apply the simulated annealing on the result population. However, we can also integrate the simulated annealing in the core of the genetic algorithm as mutation operator. But, this kind of hybridization will increase considerably the runtime execution because it carries out several evaluations of the objective function. In more detail, the proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithm for RNA structural prediction is as follow: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed approach was implemented in MATLAB language. The choice of this language is motivated by the easy and effective manipulation of vectors and matrices by MATLAB while most data in GARSRNA are in matrix form. Another advantage is the existence of a Bioinformatics toolbox which contains predefined functions for sequence analysis.
To assess the experimental performance of our approach in the RNA secondary structure prediction, we have used several tests obtained from the BRALiBASE benchmark base [11] , which contains sets of RNA structures. These tests are divided into five references: Intron, rRNA, SRP, tRNA and U5 which are characterized by their sequence length.Moreover, the found results were statistically evaluated using the Friedman test.The table 1 summarizes the found results; the first column contains the used tests, the second column contains the results of pure genetic algorithm, and the last column contains the results of our approach.
The results of our method illustrate clearly the effectiveness of merging the genetic algorithm and the simulated annealing to deal with the multiple RNA structural alignment. The statistical test of Friedman ( Figure 9 ) illustrates obviously that the use of the simulated annealing increases the efficiency of the genetic algorithm, there is clear difference between GARNA and GARSRNA.
Table1.Comparison between GARNA and GARSRNA.
GARNA GARSRNA 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to solve RNA secondary structure prediction problem. The objective of this study is to demonstrate the efficiency of the genetic algorithm and its hybridization with a local search method to deal with the problem at hand.The obtained results are very encouraging and show the effectiveness of the method. In all tests, the use of the simulated annealing has improved the quality of the results compared to those found by a pure genetic algorithm. The proposed framework provides an extensible platform for evaluating different objective functions. It would be an interesting attempt to study this issue as ongoing work. In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to solve the RNA secondary structure prediction problem. The objective of this study is to demonstrate the efficiency of the genetic algorithm and its hybridization with a local search method to deal with the problem at hand.The obtained results are very ng and show the effectiveness of the method. In all tests, the use of the simulated annealing has improved the quality of the results compared to those found by a pure genetic algorithm. The proposed framework provides an extensible different objective functions. It would be an interesting attempt to study this issue as ongoing work.
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